The chemical pathway to primary biliary cirrhosis.
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is a female predominant chronic disease of autoimmune pathogenesis and unknown etiology, although data suggest that genetic predisposition and environmental factors concur to its onset. Among nongenetic factors, several lines of evidence spanning from geoepidemiology to experimental findings support the role of xenobiotics, i.e., chemicals that are capable to induce molecular mimicry through cross reactivity. Indeed, specific xenobiotics are hypothesized to substitute lipoic acid residues on PBC-specific autoepitopes thus triggering autoimmunity. This is supported by data obtained with patient sera reactivities as well as animal models. The scenario is further complicated by the possibility that xenobiotic-metabolizing bacteria might also play a role. We will review the available evidence in this intriguing and rapidly growing field of research and critically discuss its potential implications.